**SCRIPT ANALYSIS - Complete this form for a full point for each theatrical production you see.**

**Production Information**

**TITLE AND AUTHOR**
If a musical: Book Author, Lyricist, Composer
Producing Theater (Casa Manana, Circle Theater, Artisan, etc)
Director

Date you attended/viewed:

**I. Exposition**

A. Time

B. Place

C. Mood and Atmosphere

D. Theme - state in one sentence

**II. Plot**

A. Give a short summary of the plot.

B. What was the climax?

C. Denouement? (resolution and/or final outcomes for all major characters?)
III. Characters
A. Protagonist (describe in four sentences)
B. Antagonist (describe in four sentences)
C. Supporting (describe in two-four sentences)
D. Minor (describe in a few words)

IV. Personal Reaction (a paragraph which states your opinion regarding the play. Required: examples from the play to back up your opinions.)

V. Quotations (at least four lines, passages, or phrases which clearly illustrate the author’s style or express ideas you wish to remember or believe to be important.)

OTHER ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
1. Any special demands of this play because of period or historical considerations?

2. Any special demands because of the level of society presented?

3. What type of play is this (comedy, tragedy, farce, drama, etc.)? Support your choice.
4. What is the conflict within the play? Is the conflict internal or external? Explain both choices.

5. Any special requirements for set, costumes, make-up, sound and lighting?

6. What famous actors can you see playing these characters if this were turned into a movie?
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